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    Since the 1990s,the global science and technology rapid development change 
with each passing day, information technology is rapidly changing society as a whole, 
and changing our traditional way of tax administration. Comprehensively promoting 
the informatization construction of the national tax systems, and using of information 
technology to service the taxpayer and the administration of the tax authorities are 
imperative. 
    Tax source management is the foundation of tax collection and management 
work. The key tax source ,as the main source of tax revenue, plays a critical role in tax 
collection and administration.It has direct influence on the development of local tax 
revenue and local economies.Through the internet, taxpayers utilize tax online filing 
transmitting electronic tax returns data to the tax authorities and then complete tax 
declaration work lightly. 
This dissertation introduced the design and realization of key tax source online 
declaration system which was based on the ORACLE+XML storage technology. The 
dissertation introduced the two most important parts ,taxpayers end and tax treatment 
of  end,  and  analyzed  the  key  technologies  in  the  system  simultaneously.  For  the  
problem  of  declarating  the  key  tax  source  reports,  this  dissertation  mainly  analyzed  
the overall business process of the key tax sources reports, the detailed description of 
the report and Audit calculated relationship between tables.From the taxpayers end 
and the tax treatment end, it introduced the detailed business requirements 
analysis,functional requirements analysis,and other non- functional requirements 
analysis. As the basis for the design of the overall architecture, functional module and 
database  of  the  key  tax  sources  online  reporting  system.  It  came  to  a  multi  -  layer  
management information system based on B / S structure which included the 
taxpayers end reporting platform and a multi - level audit tax treatment end.The 















compile by b/s and ejb separately.  
The successful realization of the system has broken the enterprises reported time 
and geographical constraints. At the same time, the system will simplify the 
statements  of  the  processing  chain,effectually  control  the  data  error  caused  by  entry  
repeatedly,so that it can improved data quality of key tax sources and efficiency of the 
national  tax  authorities.Its  follow-up  information  systems  development  has  an  
important reference. 
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